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Machine learning is the area of computer science that givesÂ . 0-laptop-pc-with-reallusion-iclone-
kinect-mocap-plug-in-for-xbox-one-1-0 Whether it is exactly Google Glass, project Ara or
Microsoft HoloLens, or a pair of smart spectacles that can detect a sneeze, now we are

approaching a new era of "wearable computer". But in the end, we see that intelligent wearables
still comesÂ . 0-eyesight-systems-approaches-to-computer-vision We can see ourselves that the

computer vision is a hot research topic and it will be a part of our lives for a long time. For
example,we wear big and high-resolution display on our face, we make easy eye contact with
the peopleÂ . 0-the-6-best-vision-augmentation-technologies-in-the-meantime As known to all,
the visual field of our eye is quite limited and the focus point must be quite close to the human
eye. So we cannot see everything around us at the same time. For example, even if you wear a

pair of glasses in front of your left and right eyes, the object that you are trying to see can not be
seen clearly. The visual field is only one degree, and through a pair of glasses that can only shift
about a degree! If we want to see the large angle of view, the eye is not enough but the glasses
are always needed. And what about the light source, in the dark, seeing with glasses? Is it the
problem for the early visual history? In fact, there are a lot of people who insist "the eye is an
awesome and powerful mechanical engine, it should not need glasses!" But the global visual

field is still very short, especially in the dark. So glasses have become more and more important.
From 19th century to the beginning of the 21st century, the "vision technology" is mainly used
for sense more vivid information. With the research and development of optic technology, new
glasses or other wearable technology has been gradually applied to the field of vision. And now

we have glasses to help the visually impaired.The appearance of the method is too simple to
doubt, but the practical application is a little troublesome, there are so many factors that affect

the visual field. People with a certain disease or defect in 6d1f23a050
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